Abstract-In the theory of plastic structural design via optimality criteria (due to W. Prager), the optimal design problem is transformed to a nonlinear elastic structural analysis problem with appropriate stress-strain laws, which generally include complete vertical branches. In this context, the concept of structural universe (in the sense of G. Rozvany) permits the treatment of complicated optimal layout problems. Recent progress in the field of nonsmooth mechanics makes the solution of structural analysis problems with this kind of "complete" law possible. Elements from the two fields are combined in this paper for the solution of optimal design and layout problems for structures. The optimal layout of plane trusses with various specific cost functions is studied here as a representative problem. The use of convex, continuous and piecewise linear specific cost functions for the structural members leads to problems of linear variational inequalities or equivalently piecewise linear, convex but nonsmooth optimization problems, which are solved by means of an iterative algorithm based on sequential linear programming techniques. Numerical examples illustrate the theory and its applicability to practical engineering structures. Following a parametric investigation of an optimal bridge design, certain aspects of the optimal truss layout problem are discussed, which can be extended to other types of structural systems as well.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper the problem of optimal plastic design and layout of structures is studied by means of the optimality criteria technique, which was first introduced by Prager and Shield [l] , and the concept of structural universe, which was introduced by Rozvany [2] . We also use certain results from the field of nonsmooth (or inequality) mechanics (a term  introduced by Panagiotopoulos, for the solution of highly nonlinear structural analysis problems, concerning structures with complete stressstrain laws (i.e. laws which have complete vertical branches).
The optimal design problem can be treated by direct application of optimization methods to the parametric structural model. General purpose mathematical programming techniques are used in a black-box style, which makes inefficient use of computational resources and thus restricts the applications to small-scale problems [7, 81. Those drawbacks notwithstanding,  this approach is employed in most cases today, and in this form it is incorporated in general finite element programs (e.g. in the optimization routines of NASTRAN). 4 On leave from: Institute of Applied Mechanics, Department of Engineering Sciences, Technical University of Crete, GR-73100 Chania, Greece. To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Alternatively, for the solution of the optimal design problem, the optimality criteria [2] approach may be used. This method was initially proposed by Prager [l] for the optimal plastic design problem and was subsequently extended to several elastic and plastic design problems [2, . The optimality criteria are conditions which must be fulfilled at the solution of an optimal design problem [l, 2, lo] . Closed-form and analytic solutions have been obtained for some relatively simple structures only with simple specific cost functions (cf. [2, 1 l-141 where optimal design problems for trusses, frameworks and plates are presented).
A feature of the latter approach that will be exploited in this paper is the fact that, under certain conditions on the adopted specific cost function (it must be a function of the stress components at each point of the structure), the optimal plastic design problem may be transformed to a nonlinear elastic structural analysis problem. The stress-strain relation (constitutive law) assumed during the analysis of the "associated" fictitious structure is derived by generalized differentiation from the specific cost function in conjunction with the optimality criteria. Those stress-strain laws are monotone and nonmonotone complete relations (i.e. they may include ascending and descending complete vertical branches). Existing general nonlinear structural analysis methods are not able to treat effectively the arising highly nonlinear (nonsmooth) problems, because of the underlying smoothness assumptions.
Material and boundary laws of this type have recently been studied in the field of nonsmooth mechanics [3,4, 6, 15-I 71 and considerable experience has been accumulated in their treatment.
Using the tools developed in this context, the method of optimal plastic design can be expanded in the study of practical large-scale structures. Nonsmooth specific cost functions arise frequently in applications and in general they represent the effect of various design concepts of production techniques which can be used for the fabrication of structural members.
The branch of nonsmooth mechanics is concerned with the analysis of mechanical systems and structures whose mechanical behavior is described by inequalities or generally nonsmooth functions [3, 4, 6] . It is an outgrowth of the study of primitive inequality mechanics problems [5] (e.g. the unilateral contact problem and the Coulomb friction problem) and embodies results from the fields of convex and nonconvex analysis, nonsmooth analysis, the theory of variational inequalities and optimization (the reader is referred to Refs [15, for an extended exposition).
General constitutive laws or boundary conditions which can be written in the form of a monotone or nonmonotone multivalued function, as is the case with most optimality conditions arising in optimal structural design, may be produced from convex and nonconvex, nonsmooth potential or complementary energy expressions.
Such superpotentials are similar to the (nonsmooth) specific cost functions of Prager's theory and can be manipulated by means of generalizations of the classical differential operator of smooth analysis: the subdifferential operator of convex analysis is used for monotone laws, while for nonmonotone laws the generalized subdifferential in the sense of Clarke, or the quasidifferential operator in the sense of Demyanov is introduced.
The variational [5,6, 181 and hemivariational[3,4, 6, 201 inequality problems that arise this way are equivalent to convex and nonconvex optimization problems or generally substationarity problems, under certain assumptions.
Thus a sufficiently general theory has been developed for the analysis of structures with nonsmooth mechanical behavior and/or free boundary problems: unilateral contact problems with or without friction effects, plasticity, delamination and stick-slip effects in composites etc. have been treated this way. Within this framework some specialized numerical approximation methods have been developed and tested in structural analysis problems [&l9, 21, 221. For the treatment of practical structural synthesis (layout) problems, the concept of "structural universe" introduced by Rozvany [2, p. 324; 23 ,241 is particularly useful. It is composed by all potential members (components) in a structural design problem and includes every feasible structure, as well as the optimal one. The optimality criteria are used to automatically exclude the unnecessary members, or conversely. to select the members which will form the optimal structure. Optimal layout theory expressed on a structural universe provides a (discretized) approximation of classical Michell's theorem for optimal layout of trusses [27] . The layout of Michell trusses is such as to minimize the total material volume under the assumption of a linear specific cost function for each member. They were the first layout problems solved by automatic, linear programming techniques. We note that in Michell structures equal permissible stresses for tension and compression are assumed and consequently buckling phenomena cannot be considered [9] , although they may be critical for some parts of the structure. Thus. a factor that may influence significantly the selection of the optimal layout is omitted if such simplified cost is used. Some recent applications of minimum mass layout of trusses which combine optimality criteria methods, the concept of structural universe, linear programming procedures and iterative refinement techniques are given in Refs [25, 26] .
In this work we will attempt the integration of Prager's optimality criteria method into the theory of nonsmooth mechanics and its extension to more general cases of cost functions.
In Section 2, the theory of optimal structural design is written in a form suitable for further study by means of the nonsmooth mechanics techniques. Then a specific problem concerning the optimal plastic layout of trusses with general convex, nonsmooth and piecewise linear specific cost functions is studied. This application is a generalization of the Michell truss model and an extension through limit analysis techniques of Ref.
[ 141 in the sense that the specific cost functions which are adopted here may have an arbitrary (but finite) number of points of nondifferentiabihty. Moreover, different permissible stresses in tension and compression can easily be included, thus making possible the incorporation of buckling and limited tension strength effects (important for steel and concrete or masonry structures, respectively). In Section 5 an iterative algorithm of the sequential linear programming type will be proposed for the numerical treatment of the problem and implementation issues will be discussed. The efficiency of the method is illustrated by characteristic examples in Section 6. Parametric numerical investigation of an optimal truss layout problem permits the discussion of certain aspects of the model which are of particular interest to the structural engineers.
OPTIMAL PLASTIC DESIGN VIA OPTIMALITY CRITERIA
The static-kinematic optimality criteria method and the related Prager-Shield theory [l] of optimal plastic design will be outlined in this section and its connection to the theory of nonsmooth mechanics will be studied. For the sake of brevity our interest will be restricted to the study of optimal plastic design problems on the assumption that the specific cost function for each element of the structure can be expressed as a convex, generally nonsmooth function of the stress components at the same point or the stress of the cross-section in the case of skeletal structures [2] .
Let $(x) denote the specific cost, i.e. the measure of cost per unit length, area or voiume at a point x of the structure and let us assume that ti/(s) depends only on the stress components vector s(x) (or the vector of generalized stresses) at the same point x : ti = IcI(s(x)).
(1)
The stress vector components wilf be considered as the design parameters of the optimal design problem. The total cost Q, of a structure, which occupies a region R of the Euclidean space R" (n = 1, 2 or 3) in its undeformed state, is obtained by integration:
In eqn (2) it is implicitly assumed that the problem is one with distributed parameters, i.e. it is assumed that in the search for an optimal structure the adoption of a design with freely varying design parameters is both feasible and costless. Let S,, be the space of statically admissible stress distributions of the structure, {P", s"J be the statically admissible load stress vectors (i.e. they satisfy equilibrium conditions in R and static boundary conditions on its ~undary F,), U,, the space of the kinematically admissible displacement distributions and {u", e"} be a pair of corresponding kinematically admissible displacements and strains (i.e. they satisfy compatibility conditions in il and kinematic boundary conditions on f,). rp (respectively r,) denotes the part of the boundary F of the structure where loading (respectively displacements) is prescribed and I-,UT, = I-, F,fll-, = 8 hold. For a given stress-strain law for the material of the structure (constitutive law), the structural analysis problem consists of the determining a distribution of statically admissible stresses ss and kinematically admissible strains eK. which also satisfy the constitutive law at each point of the structure.
On the other hand the lower bound (static) theorem of plastic limit analysis ensures that every statically admissible stress field furnishes a lower bound on the true ultimate load capacity of the structure (see e.g. Refs [28, 29] among others). Therefore if a certain statically admissible stress field for a given structure is considered, the dimensionin of the structure (e.g. cross-section parameters) can be defined from the requirement that the yield inequality of plasticity should be satisfied everywhere, thus providing a safe plastic design.
If, in addition we consider the optimality requirement, the choice of the statically admissible stress field in the plastic design procedure must also lead to a minimum value of the total cost of the structure (2) . Thus the foIlowing problem arises.
Problem I. Find a stress field ss E S,, minimizing the total cost Cp of the structure:
At the solution of Problem I the following static-kinematic optimaiity conditions must hold [l, 2, p. 381. Theorem 1. Find a kinematically admissible strain field eK and a stress field sSg Sad, such that the following relation holds at all points of the structure:
where G denotes an appropriate generalization of the gradient operator.
Out&e ofthe pro@" [I, 2, p. 401. Let 3/ in eqn (1) be identified with the specific complementary energy of a fictitious nonlinear elastic structure with the same boundary conditions and loading as the one studied (to be called "associated" structure in the following). By definition the nonlinear constitutive (strain--stress) law of the fictitious structure is given by the relation:
OS
where for demonstration smooth differentiable functions $ are assumed. The complementary energy theorem for the associated structure Ieads to the following conclusion: the total cost @ of the plastic system and the total complementary energy of the associated elastic system attain their minimum simultaneously when the strain-stress relation (5) and kinematic admissibility are satisfied. Thus the optimality conditions of Theorem 1 arise for the case of smooth specific cost functions II/. The generalization to the wider class of nonsmooth functions is straightforward f6,20]. y.e.d.
It must be noted here that the cost minimality condition (4) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the case of convex specific cost functions and linear stress equilibrium and strain compatibility relations (i.e. for first-order structural analysis theory with small displacements and deformations).
In any other case and especially for nonconvex specific cost functions, only condition (4) is necessary [2,9, p. 651 . Theorem I permits us to study the nonlinear associated structural analysis problem instead of the original optimal structural design problem. To this end certain resutts from the theory of nonsmooth mechanics will be used [3] [4] [5] [6] 161 . We observe that the constitutive law (4) can be derived by means of generalized differentiation G from a potential function I/I(S), called superpotential because it may be a general nonsmooth and nonconvex function. The appropriate generalization of the differential operator G which must be used in eqn (4) depends on the nature of the specific cost function II/(s). The following cases require different definitions of G: trivial. Our interest will be focused on convex and nonsmooth specific cost functions (case 2). This case includes a fairly general class of specific cost functions which arise from models with an optimal selection mechanism. The feature of switching between different design strategies is essential for the optimal design model and may lead to important material savings.
A characteristic example of convex and nonsmooth specific cost function is the max-type function: we assume that in the course of designing a certain structural member m, different design concepts can be applied. Each of them may include different choice of materials, cross-sections, construction methods etc. We assume further that the cost of the jth design is modeled by a convex (possibly linear) specific cost function I/?,(S), j = 1 m. Therefore a composite specific cost function (Fig. la) , (1) for a smooth function $ (i.e. a C' function) G is the classical differential operator, thus eqn (4) 
vs* E s,, }, (7) where (. , .) denotes the inner product between the energy corresponding quantities e and s; in this case the strain-stress law of eqn (4) [3,4,6, 16. 17, 21,311 . Nonconvex specific cost functions fall outside the scope of this paper and thus they will not be studied further (the interested reader is referred to the above cited publications).
Moreover, the treatment of problems with smooth specific cost functions case 1 is
would give to the optimal design model the ability to choose automatically between different design technologies. Other examples of specific cost functions will be considered in Section 5.
A VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY APPROACH TO THE STATIC ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES WITH COMPLETE STRESS-STRAIN LAWS
The optimality criteria method which was outlined in the previous paragraph transforms the optimal design problem into an equivalent nonlinearly elastic structural analysis problem for a structure with a specific complementary energy function which is equal to the specific cost function of the initial optimization model. The structural analysis problem that is associated with the initial optimal design problem leads to the formulation of a pair of variational inequalities and the corresponding convex minimization "principles". On the assumption that the classical stress equilibrium and strain compatibility relations of the linearized elasticity hold and the material constitutive G(Y) b Fig. 1 . A convex, nonsmooth specific cost function of max type and the correspondmg optimality criteria law (strain-stress relation) is given by eqn (7), the structural analysis problem reads [3, 61: Problem 2. Find a stress field s E S,, satisfying the variational inequality and the associated structural analysis problem takes the following form [note that -6 of eqn (13) 
where e(u) denotes the linear kinematic compatibility operator. In terms of potential energy the following problem is then formulated.
Problem 3'. Find the displacement field uK E Uai,, minimizing the potential energy of the structure:
The main variables in problems 2 and 3 are the stresses which must belong to the set of statically admissible stresses S,,. The solution of either problem requires the application of a force-type structural analysis technique, a fact which is not advantageous from the computational point of view. Therefore we will reformulate problems 2 and 3 in the displacement method form, which at present is more familar to structural analysts.
with From the convex specific cost function (1) we derive its complementary cost function:
S(e) = max{(e, s> -II/(s)},
where 5 is the convex conjugate function of $(s), (4 = tic) [6, 301.
TP Problems 2, 3 and 2', 3' have been studied extensively in the nonsmooth mechanics literature [3] [4] [5] [6] 181 and certain algorithms exist for their numerical treatment [6, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22] .
In Section 5 the form (17)-(18) of Problem 3 will be used for the formulation of a numerical algorithm which takes advantage of the piecewise linear nature of the specific cost function IJ.
OPTIMAL LAYOUT PROBLEMS AND THE CONCEPT OF STRUCTURAL UNIVERSE
Analogously to eqn (2) the total complementary cost function of the structure, which will be identified with the potential energy of the associated structure, is expressed by:
n Definitions (12) and (13) and classical convex duality theory [6, 30, 331 lead to the following reformulation of problems l-3.
Problems of optimal layout arise when one considers not only the optimal selection of cross-sections and/or the optimal position of some nodes of the structure for a given structural layout (shape, connectivity etc.), as was the case in Section 2, but also the more general question of the optimal choice of topology, in the sense of the spatial sequence and the connectivity of the members and joints.
Problem 1'. Find a displacement field uK E CJa,, maximizing the total complementary cost of the structure:
Following a general scheme introduced by Rozvany [2, 9] for the study of optimal layout problems, we restrict our objective by introducing the concept of the "structural universe", mentioned in the Introduction: the search is restricted in the set of elements belonging to a predefined set of candidate members that constitutes a (discretized) approximation of the physical space the structure is permitted to cover.
max6={rnn;6=~n{(UK,p)-&(eK))dR). (14)
The Prager-Shield static-kinematic optimality criteria are written accordingly [3, 61: ss E a$(eK) on R
The structure to be optimized must be able to transfer a given system of loads to a given support boundary r' (or part of it) subject to some constraints on the available space (0'). The whole or part of L?' is covered by a grid of nodes, which includes the support boundaries and the load application points. Then a number of potential structural members is introduced connecting the nodes in an arbitrary pattern (some restrictions on the pattern selection will be discussed in Section 5). The set of all elements (m in total) that are used for the composition of all possible statically determinate and rigid structures constitutes the structural universe, within which lie all the feasible designs (alternatively the term "ground structure" is proposed in Ref. [23, Section 31). The struclural layout problem is now restricted to structures which are composed of members of the structural universe.
The Prager-Shield optimal design theory for structures with given topology is subsequently applied on the structural universe. The static-kinematic optimality criteria of this theory result in zero stresses for some potential structural members. Since those elements do not contribute to the load transfer, they can be omitted without consequence, provided that the remaining stressed members do not have kinematic mobility (i.e. they do not form a mechanism). This idea guides the search for an optimal structure composed of selected elements within the structural universe.
This methodology for the treatment of the optimal layout problem avoids complications which are connected with other optimal layout approaches and makes the incorporation of the layout problem in the general nonsmooth mechanics approach far easier. We note that the general optimal design problem with variable position of the nodes and variable connectivity of the structural elements at the same time, leads generally to be a nonconvex problem. In contrast. for the same problem defined over a structural universe, convex specific cost functions lead to convex associated elastostatic analysis problems.
The optimality of the best layout which can be constructed by taking members from a particular structural universe is restricted by grid coarseness and the pattern assumed for the potential structural components (cf. Ref. [32, Section 12.3.41 , concerning bounds of the continuous solution and Ref. [25] for numerical examples in the case of a simple truss). An intermediate solution which has been obtained with a certain discretization can be ameliorated either by refining the mesh or increasing the density of the element's pattern on the whole or selected parts of R' [25. 261 (the best strategy clearly depends on the particular problem treated and the arguments for either treatment are probably similar to those in the discussion on mesh refinement compared to element complexity increased in finite element problems).
A SEQUENTIAL LINEAR APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL LAYOUT PROBLEM
In this section the theory is applied to a model problem which concerns the optimal layout of plane trusses. The specific cost function I/I, for such structural components of the truss i = I m is a convex, piecewise linear function of the axial force N, of the member. The cost of the structural connections and the supports are assumed negligible.
In the simplest case the specific cost function is written (Fig. 2a): $, (N,) =k,IN,l+ -kzlN,l (19) where IsI' = 1x1 f x/2, IX-= (xl -x/2 denote the positive and negative part of a real variable x, respectively, and k, (respectively kz) is given nonnegative constants indicating the cost per unit positive (respectively negative) axial force transmitted by the structural member on hand. Note that eqn (19) can be derived by the general form of eqn (8) (19) is (Fig. 2b): i,(t,) = LO, + m), t,=k,
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The generalized stress-strain law to be used for the nonlinear structural analysis of the associated elastic system is derived from the Prager-Shield optimality condition (I 5) that may be written explicitly for this case (Fig. 2d Owing to the generality of the formulation of Sections 2 and 3 [cf. definitions (4) , (7) and (l5)], the simple cost of Fig. 2a can be replaced by the piecewise linear function of Fig. 3a without any modification of the model. The conjugate cost function $ and the corresponding optimality criteria are depicted in Fig.  3b and c, d , respectively.
In this case the cost per unit member force (equivalently the slope of each linear branch of the piecewise linear cost function) is different at various force levels. Use of various materials or structural element configurations (i.e. a heavier construction that takes into account buckling restrictions for compressive element forces) leads to generally piecewise smooth nonlinear cost functions. The points of nondifferentiability correspond to force levels where a choice between alternative material or design configurations must be made. The optimum of the alternative design concepts is found automatically by the model analyzed in this paper. For reasons of clarity, we assumed here a piecewise linear cost function for the model problem which is treated in this section and in specific cost function C(e) and the corresponding static-kinematic optimality conditions. the numerical examples. However, the theory which was developed in the previous sections is valid for any piecewise continuous and convex cost function. After performing a discretization of the physical space, a structural universe is defined according to the previous section, such as not to restrain (worsen) unnecessarily the solution. Let n be the number of nodes and m be the number of potential elements included in the structural universe. Then the optimal solution is defined from the potential energy minimization problem 3' of the associated structure (17-18):
The existence of nondifferentiability points in the range of the functionals 4, involved in the definition of l-I makes impossible the application of classical nonlinear minimization methods that are based on a smoothness assumption.
For that reason an active set-type procedure is introduced that is able to account for the nonsmooth sections of the domain. Due to the existence of the nonsmoothness points and the piecewise linearity, the functions 5, can be alternatively written in the form of a max-type function: c,(v) = max,= , k {G,!(v)}, i = 1 m, where 1+6,~s are affine functions (see Fig. 1 ).
The nonsmooth unconstrained minimization problem (22) is then transformed to an equivalent constrained smooth minimization problem by a technique that is common when the max-type functionals are involved. An auxiliary vector of variables IjERm is introduced (having the meaning of the eipigraphs of Jis) and problem (22) is reformulated to:
At every point within the domain of eqn (23) (and at the minimum also), only some of the constraints (24) are satisfied as equalities (at most two for every bar element i in the case of the truss model). This fact is used to replace the inequality constrained linear program (23)- (24) by another that has fewer equality constraints and thus is simpler to solve. We introduce the set M of constraint indexes that are active at the current point in the solutions space: M, = G: cy = 0, j = 1 . . k}. At every point vi E Uadr M,s have at least one element q, (called "primary") that is used to eliminate the corresponding auxiliary variables @<. Then a local approximation of problem (23)- (24) (26) indicates the position of a "groove" separating two adjoint smooth parts of IT, along which the classical derivative of n is discontinuous and the introduction of the subdifferential becomes necessary (cf. [17, Chap. 4, 22, 34, Chap. 141 for a detailed analysis of the approximation method).
The solution of problem (22) is thus reduced to a sequence of intermediate linear programming steps:
(1) Initialization: k = 1, vk = 0 Mf = {qf }, where qf (vk) is one of the indexes active at vk (in the sense that cqi = 0 or equivalently Gj = $,,). reduction-if Mk + ' is unchanged then remove the constraint with the largest negative Lagrange multiplier; set k = k + 1 and restart from step 2.
The number t of columns in the constraint matrix A equals the total count of active constraints reduced by m (primaries). It can be easily seen that A has the structure of the equilibrium matrix of the truss with the nonzero entries positioned within a diagonal band. Consequently, the parameters of problem (25H26) can be stored and treated (using specialized linear programming solvers [36, Section 5.61 ) in computational space linear to the problem's leading dimension n. This is an important property since it is making possible the solution of practical layout problems of large dimension (or equivalently: defined on sufficiently dense structural universes).
The sparsity of A decreases while the "locality" of conections diminishes, in the sense that each node, in addition to its immediate neighbors, is connected to increasingly distant nodes. Thus for computational efficiency the element pattern connecting the initial grid nodes should be local (for the bandwidth of A to be kept as low as possible), repetitive (for practical automatic generation purposes) and for accuracy of the discrete representation of the structure it should preferably cover the principa1 directions of the associated displacement field [2, Section 8.3~1 . By definition, the generalized cost functions introduced in this paper end in horizontal branches that give rise to vertical branches in the conjugate functions (see Fig. 3c,d ). Thus the domain of the potential energy II (22) is bounded in all directions (it suffices to be possible to form at least one rigid statically determinate structure using the elements of the initial lo e% (b) Fig. 4 . Example of a bridge truss: (a) geometry and loading parameters; (b) optimality criteria used for comparison.
grid, that is a necessary condition to define the structural universe). Consequently there is no danger of the linear approximation of eqn (25) becoming unbounded in any search direction, which is a common danger in linear programming.
Although there exist other approaches to the treatment of the composite nonsmooth minimization problem (22) (cf. [34, Chap 141 for complete discussion and literature), the active set method described here, more than its excellent local convergence characteristics, has the advantage of maintaining the banded structure of the current subdifferential approximation (matrix A), a property that removes the size limitations and makes the setup and the solution of the subproblems (25)- (26) far easier. The total cost of the structure at the solution can be computed directly using the definition (3). Alternatively, relation (14) can be employed since the integral of the conjugate cost may easily be computed during the solution of each subproblem [partly contained in the constant term c of eqn (25)]. In the present form of the algorithm, the latter approach was preferred since it is nearly costless.
The optimal plastic truss layout method described as a model problem is directly applicable to three-dimensional truss problems.
It can also be applied to other optimal plastic design and layout problems for two-and three-dimensional structures (e.g. plates, shells), as far as they can be modeled by means of Hrenikofl's truss model. Furthermore, the theory of Sections 2 and 3 is valid for general two-and three-dimensional optimal layout problems.
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the effectiveness of the approach described in the previous sections we studied the optimal design of a plane bridge truss. This simple case was preferred since it has already been the subject of similar studies [23] and thus qualitative verification of the results is possible.
The position of the supports and the loads are depicted in Fig. 4a . Note that the vertical grid dimension and the load are variable (F = i[O, -51') . A simple bar pattern is used for the construction of the structural universe covering the expected principal stress directions. The pattern selected is strictly local (i.e. a node is connected only with its neighbors) in contrast to the one used in Ref. [23] .
For constant vertical dimension L' = 2 the three alternative optimality criteria were tried for comparison, numbered 1, 2 and 3 ( Fig. 4b) , corresponding to decreasing yield limits (or equivalently progressively increasing values of t showing the position of the highest/lowest horizontal branch). The first and last criteria are of the classical type encountered in previous studies, while the second criterion contains multiple horizontal and vertical branches, both in tension and compression. Cases 1 and 3 correspond to "simple" (e.g. one material) designs with a cost per unit force equal to 2 and 10, respectively, while case 2 corresponds to a more flexible design (e.g. a number of materials are available from which the designer will choose) where the cost per unit force takes the values 2, 6 and 10 in the intervals //S(( < 10, 10 < //S11 < 25 and 25 < /lSll, respectively.
In the first group of trials the vertical load parameter i was varied in the range (I, 20) . The effect of using general, more flexible design concepts (i.e. cost functions) is examined. The resulting total cost values are depicted in Fig. 5 , together with the configurations of the structure at the points where the layout is changing. As is to be expected, criterion 2 results in higher cost than criterion I (corresponding to material with higher yield limit). The gain from the use of a design based on case 1 tends to decrease for the lowest load values. In contrast, it provides invariably "cheaper" solutions than criterion 3 (up to 75% lower in the worst case). On the other hand certain factors which are not included in the weight optimization problem treated here may be critical in some applications.
For instance we observe that, for the whole range of I., the total length of the bars of case 2 is greater than either one of the other cases.
In the second set of trials the load parameter was kept constant i = 7 and we varied the vertical grid dimension P, which resulted in changes of the grid aspect ratio (o/h) in the range (0.25. 2.5). The effect of the geometry of the structure on the total cost is examined.
In Fig. 6 are shown the resulting cost values for criteria 2 and 3 and the corresponding structure configurations. Note the characteristic abrupt cost decrease for value of the aspect ratio lower than 0.50 caused by the change in the load transfer mechanism from that of an arch to a beam, the latter one being significantly better between the examined configurations.
All the trials were performed using the Harwell code LAO1 for solving the linear programming subproblem. This solver is not taking advantage of the constraints matrix sparsity and thus it was expected to magnify any instabilities of the approximation model. Indeed, some precision problems encountered in the early applications were easily corrected by proper scaling. Recently the linear subproblem solver has been replaced by the set of SPLO routines that are able to treat large sparse problems [35] . Preliminary results verified the previous computations and, as it was expected, indicated significant savings in computational memory and time requirements as the problem dimension increased. Extensive testing of the method in large scale problems is considered necessary and it will be the subject of forthcoming research.
